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Revisit 

“transformation” 

(變革)

Write one word or phrase 

about last week’s session…
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(1) Moving and Thinking



Motion and “e-motion”
https://www.geogebra.org/m/uMDXDnvu

https://www.geogebra.org/m/uMDXDnvu


Motion and “e-motion”

◦ Descarte : “I think, therefore I am”

◦ Cartesian coordinates and graphs 

◦ Absence of  motion and time

◦ Alternative : “I move, therefore I am”

◦ Dynagraphs and “moving mathematics”

◦ Embodied and engaging mathematics learning

https://www.geogebra.org/m/uMDXDnvu

https://www.sfu.ca/content/dam/sfu/geometry4yl/sketchpadfiles/Petal/index.html

https://www.geogebra.org/m/uMDXDnvu
https://www.sfu.ca/content/dam/sfu/geometry4yl/sketchpadfiles/Petal/index.html


Embodied learning with 
Dynamic Geometry Environments (DGEs)

◦ Interactivity: moving, dragging & feedback

◦ Example: Triangle inclusivity

◦ https://www.geogebra.org/m/mzq5jjj4

◦ Visual and kinesthetic modes of  learning

◦ Example: Shearing

◦ Temporality and continuity

◦ Example: Related rates 

https://www.sfu.ca/content/dam/sfu/geometry4yl/sketchpadfiles/Shapemakers%20Triangles/index.html
https://www.geogebra.org/m/mzq5jjj4
https://www.geogebra.org/m/mzq5jjj4
https://www.geogebra.org/m/mzq5jjj4


Action-based learning with 
virtual manipulatives (VM)

Algebra tiles Solving equations Completing the squares

https://www.geogebra.org/m/h25QAATAhttp://nlvm.usu.edu/

https://www.geogebra.org/m/h25QAATA
http://nlvm.usu.edu/
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(2) Semiotic mediation & the role of  a teacher



More on learning theories

◦ Most theories in mathematics education: technology as aids

Mathematics

Tool

Student

Sinclair (2017)



More on learning theories

◦ Mind and body as one: Embodied cognition

Mathematics

Tool

Student

Sinclair (2017)



More on learning theories

◦ Entanglement between human and non-human, matter and meaning : Inclusive materialism

Mathematics

Tool

Student

Sinclair (2017)



More on learning theories

◦ Semiotic mediation: Tool as mediator of  concepts

Mathematics

Tool

Student

Sinclair (2017)

?



Semiotic mediation perspective of: 
Tool use in mathematics education

◦ The use of  a tool mediates what and how mathematics is learned.
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Mathematics

Tool

Student



◦ Vygotsky saw cognitive development as very much dependent on interactions with people and tools in one’s world.

◦ Physical tools (external) :  hammer, saw, pens, computers  physical activity

◦ Cognitive tools (signs) : language, drawings, symbols  psychological activity

◦ Signs are different from Piaget’s images which are constructed alone; all learning is social

2 Kinds of  tools (Vygotsky, 19
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Learning is mediated

◦ Cognitive development is not a direct result of  activity.

◦ Through an activity, the use of  physical tools produces signs (psychological tool) which can be 

internalized to create personal meaning.

◦ The use mediatory tools facilitates the learning process.
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Semiotic

Mediation
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n

Semiotic Mediation
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Physical 
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Personal meaning



Internationalisation

“Internal reconstruction of  an external operation”… Construction 

of  individual knowledge as generated by socially shared experiences

◦ As children discuss events/objects with a “more knowledgeable other”, 

they begin to incorporate this talk into their own thinking

◦ Internalization – process through which social activities evolve into 

internal mental activities (ex: self-talk to inner speech)

◦ Discussions, debates, arguments teach children that there are multiple ways 

to see same situation; process becomes internalized

◦ Facilitate tool-based learning via math talk
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Questioning with DGEs

• “what do you notice about…?”

• “what happens when (you drag)…?”

• “predict what will happen…”

• “explain why…”

https://teacher.desmos.com/dashboard/6089220907f755057182fbf9#student/step/2de83488-99b1-4457-b643-3a4a12d82f97


Teacher as orchestrator
(Drijvers et al., 2010; 2013; 2020)

◦ Whole-class instrumental orchestration 

exploitation modes :

◦ Technical-demo

◦ Explain-the-screen

◦ Link-screen-board

◦ Discuss-the-screen

◦ Spot-and-show 

◦ Sherpa-at-work 
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Part 1

• Model

• Demonstrate

Part 2

• Explore

• Try

Part 3

• Practice

• Check

How it plays out: a 3-part lesson model
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1. Teacher demonstrates and models

e-learning tools

2. Students explore and try problems 

with e-learning tools

3. Students practice problems and use 

e-learning tools to check answers
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(3) Affordances of  DGEs and implications 

for DGE-based teaching and learning



Breakout rooms activity

◦ Visit https://www.geogebra.org/m/zkuztghy

◦ Try the GeoGebra activities in the Books

◦ Assign one member to share screen if  needed

◦ Discuss:

1. What can this DGEs do that paper-and-pencil 

cannot?

2. Suggest how to facilitate students’ math talk 

with DGEs

https://www.geogebra.org/m/zkuztghy


Affordances of  Dynamic Geometry Environments (DGEs)

(Arzarello, 2003; Healy & Sinclair, 2007; Falcade, 

Laborde & Mariotti, 2007; Leung, 2012; Robutti & 

Ferrara, 2002)

Dynamic and 
limitless 
examples

Support 
visualisation

and learning of  
motion graphs

Mediates 
variance and 
invariance

Mediates 
functional 

dependency

Multi-
representation-

al thinking

Affordances

of  DGEs



Visualization &
Dynamic Thinking
With static diagram Communicated discrete change

“[be]cause you can’t have a very long one side and a very small two side, 

to maximize area. It has to be, both of  them has to be like a big number, 

in order to have a bigger area. […] like for this one both of  them have 

2200 that’s pretty long, but the other two sides are only 100, so the area is 

actually not that big right?” (09:30)

With DGE Communicated continuous change

“If  the length, the height of  the box is greater and greater, the volume is 

smaller and smaller, you actually can see.” (20:15)

“So now the height is decreasing, the length is increasing, the volume is 

actually getting bigger and bigger, but if  the, if  the length continues 

increasing, the volume decrease again, so there is one point like here… 

remains the greatest volume. I think that’s it.” (21:30)

Used numerical values (“2200 that’s pretty long”, “two sides are only 100”)

to reason why “you can’t have a very long side” of  enclosure; his verb use 

(“you can’t have”, “has to be”) indicates that he was talking of  area discretely, 

one static moment at a time.

Used “if… then…” statement structure to talk about the change of  volume 

as functionally dependent on the dimensions of  the box.

Described the greatest volume as “one point right here”, where the volume 

changes from increasing to decreasing.

Verb use (“is decreasing, “is increasing”, “getting bigger and bigger”) implied 

a continuous sense of  change.



Variance and Invariance

Student 2:

If  we have a linear function, the slope doesn’t change. It remains the 

same because in this case [f(x)] is [3x-2], and the derivative of  ‘f ’ is 

always three, it’s a constant. (16:05) 

Student 1:

If  we drag the ‘x’, on the function of  ‘x’, we get the tangent slope, and 

it’s always ‘y’ equals three, and uhm here, the tangent line, the tangent line 

is the same as the x-values, and then the y-value is the secant, ah the 

tangent slope, so it’s always three because it’s on the same function, and 

the function has the same slope. (15:05)



Functional Thinking &
Multiple Representations

“So the graph we have here is specifically the 

derivative of what we just graphed here.

How are F and f related? Verify the relationship with f(t)=t
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4 kinds of  “doing mathematics” tasks

(high levels of  cognitive demand)

1. Searching for patterns

2. Analyzing a situation

3. Generalizing relationships

4. Experimenting and Explaining

Stein, Smith, Henningsen, & Silver (2000)



What & how mathematics is learned w/ DGEs

◦ Prove and reasoning

◦ E.g. Geometry

◦ Connections and representations

◦ E.g. Functions and calculus

◦ E.g. Data handling

◦ Problem solving (“rich tasks”)

◦ Communication
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Implications for mathematics teaching (1):

◦ Student-centered vs. teacher-centered inquiry-based dragging (“What is draggable and how?”)

◦ Support students’ dragging practices: wandering dragging vs. guided dragging ( Arzarello et al., 2002)

◦ Example: Locus



Implications for mathematics teaching (2):

◦ Math objects as draggable (on touchscreen devices) for direct manipulations of  maths concepts

◦ Example 1: Definition of  derivatives

◦ Example 2: Circle trigonometry



Implications for mathematics teaching (3):

◦ Continuous dragging: numbers as continuous

◦ Example 1: Data handling

◦ Example 2: Desmos for y=ax^n + bx + c

https://www.desmos.com/calculator/tfpjgjxht9

https://www.desmos.com/calculator/tfpjgjxht9
https://www.desmos.com/calculator/tfpjgjxht9


Implications for mathematics teaching (4):

◦ Less words: let students focus on the visuals (signs) and allow time for internalizing the meaning of  the dynamic images

◦ Example: MVT

https://www.geogebra.org/m/y7mjgcgj#chapter/651663


Recap: Math talk with tool-based learning

Mathematics

Tool

Student
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(3) Designing tasks for DGE-based learning


